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FIG TYPES  

FIG KURUTMALIK TYPES;  

Kurutmalık best standard varieties, Sarılop and Sarızeybektir.  
SARILOP; kurutmalık the establishment of fruit tree varieties of the white color close to 
yellow, a small core that the humidity of 22-24%, 50-55% of sugar around and have thin-
shelled, drying technology and in terms of quality parameters as an advantage to emerge. 
65-70 g average fruit weight, fruit diameter of 55-60 mm. In the middle of the greater 
massiveness massiveness Fruit round and is shaped by flattened. Fruit yield is good. The 
end of July beginning of August the first maturation begins, the end of August and 
September after reaching a summit is complete. Harvest time is 40-45 days.  
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YELLOW ZEYBEK: Sarı Zeybek is a sort of fig varieties kurutmalık also like Sarılop. Fruit 
quality and features, very similar in Sarılopa. Fruits alluring, oval, is very sweet. Interior 
color is dark pink fruit. Fruit is no space inside. Average fruit weight 68-76 gr'dır. Fruit 
mature in August-30 September 20 between the dates that is. Shell is an easy-soy, shell 
color is greenish yellow. 

FIG Sofralık TYPES;  

 

BURSA black; 

Fruit mature in August at the beginning of the Aegean region of growth until the middle of 
October, in the Bursa region continued until mid-September to early November. Fruits large, 
round shape. The shell color is dark purple or purplish black. Shell structure resistant, fruit 
flesh firm texture, a kind of resistance is the road. Bursa Black fruit and big, flashy, shell and 
interior color and alluring, a sort of good-quality Sofralık and is suitable to be frozen. 

YEŞİLGÜZ;  

Origin of the Aegean region, and dark green shells and red meat color and charm of color, 
which later efflorescent, is a kind of high-quality Sofralık. Per-maturation period August to 
October and mid-season harvest will take longer. Average fruit weight 54-56 gr'dır. Shell 
color is light green, white is spotty. Easy to strip.  
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MORGÜZ;  

Is common in the Aegean region of Sofralık figs and fresh fruit provided by the end of 
November is also latish kind. August-15 November period of maturity is between 15. 
Average fruit weight 63-72 gr'dır. Shell color mottled purple, purple stripes are green. Fruits 
are red internal color. Shell is an easy-strip, is a sort of mild, sweet. 

GÖKLOP; 

10 August-30 September is that mature fruit. Fruits large and flattened, shell thick, 
yellowish green in color. Fruit flesh pink, light red color and the quality is kind of a Sofralık. 
Is sensitive to cracking, and deterioration.  

Bardakçı; 

Fruit of the large, pear-shaped, thin-shelled, yellowish-green color, distinctive grained, pink-
red is the color of fruit inside. Soy is a kind of sweet and easy. Is consumed as fresh around 
Izmir. In this region "Bardacık" name is known. Per end of July-September period of 
maturity is. Medium is early. Cold, dona, is resistant to soil and air moisture. 

 

BLACK ORAK;  

You do not need to be fertilized Yellop of fruit. After my skin in a short time (1-2 days) are 
to be consumed. Summer fruit products are also mature fertilization. High yield and fruit, 
although fruit attitudes small armudi, is thick-shelled. Early selling prices can be good for 
getting mature.  
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WHITE ORAK;  

Is a kind that can be recommended for cultivation Turfanda partenokarp White Orak and 
Turgutlu region especially in the Aegean region are common. June 15 is the mature fruit 
from Yellop. Yellop fruits partenokarpiktir, ie without fertilization mature. Room conditions 
must be consumed within 1-2 days after my skin, is based on a very short time. Print 
products need to be fertilized for mature fruits. You can see the end of July, the first mature 
fruit. My skin is a period 40-45 days. Fruit shell is durable, easy to rob, stalks usually remain 
dalda. Shell color yellowish green, fruit is a light pink flesh. 
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